Alumni Gatherings
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Recognize these faces? The pictures taken at our California gatherings were accidentally deleted from our camera (we need another trip to California to recapture those pictures). Front row (l-r) Myra Schlegel ’65, Steven Fetzer ’67, Jack Bongey BS ’49, MS ’53, Isabel Bongey, David Lawey ’83. Back row (l-r) Donna Johnson Albrecht ’68, Pat Reisinger, Dave Reisinger BS ’62, MS ’67, Mango Stuart BS ’81, MS ’86, Jeff Burt, Mark Williams, Carol Wagner-Williams ’72.
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Recognize these faces? The pictures taken at our California gatherings were accidentally deleted from our camera (we need another trip to California to recapture those pictures). Front row (l-r) Myra Schlegel Duglass ’65, Diane Pechia Sucharki ’63, Rosalie Ray Dennenbaum ’62 and Donna Skidmore ’76. Back row (l-r) Ina Lathrop ’50, Henry Hutter ’38, Ruter ’76, Kaufman ’84, Jim Loomis ’60 and Howard Knop ’52. Also attending the gatherings: Ruth BubeckVolt ’36, Kaleene Kenning ’88, Burton Poretjen ’51, Judy Spain, Chris Zampach, Marya Wilson ’95, Michael Boris ’70, Marshall Wake ’58, Bill Mathy ’75, Jason Ellison ’91, Catherine Today ’90, Kevin Moyer ’75, Jennifer Pifer Mayer ’75, Geri Easley ’81, Dawn Drexler ’93, Rebecca Wold Shukan ’91, Laurie MacFarland-Miller ’79 and several guests.